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TO: Committee members, ASC's Division on Women and Crime  
FROM: Nicky Rafter, Chair  
nrafter@lynx.neu.edu  
fax: 617-373-8998  
w. address: 421 Churchill, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115  
Tels: at Northeastern: 617-373-3362; in Vermont: 802-635-1246; home in Brookline: 617-739-5508  
DATE: 6 January 1998  
RE: Work for 1998  

Using various lists from the November 1997 meetings, I've pieced together information on our committees and their work for 1998. Some of the information I have is contradictory or confusing; please let me know about errors, omissions, misspellings, and other snafus. Also contact me if I can be of help.  

Please do not wait for someone else on your committee(s) to contact you. In some cases, committee members' names are not in the current ASC Directory, and so the only way for people to reach you may be for you reach them first.  

DWC COMMITTEES FOR 1998  

Archives: Julie Cowgill and Nicky Rafter. We will aim at lining up a repository at a major university and starting the process of collecting our materials. I'm going to ask Kathleen Gale, Elmira College, Elmira NY 14901, who volunteered without specifying a committee, to join us to help with the collecting after we get an archive lined up. Kathleen: please let me know if this is OK with you.  

Awards--external/ASC: JoAnne Belknap and Drew Humphries, with Barbara Price serving as liaison with ASC. Aim is to nominate Division candidates for ASC awards and send in supporting materials. Deadline: 1 March 1998.  

One award that sometimes get overlooked is the Ruth Shonle Cavan Young Scholar Award, sponsored by Wadsworth/ West Publishing Co. Nominees must have received final degree less than 5 yrs before selected for the award. Big bucks: $1,000 plus up to $500 toward expenses associated with the annual meeting. We should encourage self-nominations and perhaps eventually set up a separate committee for this award.  

Awards--internal/ DWC: Patricia Gavin, Elin Waring. Aim is to nominate and select people for the DWC awards (other than Student Paper Award). Can you get this done by 1 August 1998?  

Fifteenth anniversary, 1999: Debra Stanley, April Pattavina, Susan Krumholz. Aim is to start planning; please coordinate with the Long-range Planning Committee. N.B., Please confirm with Sarah Hall that 1999 is in fact the year for our 15th anniversary and let me know what she says; thanks.
On Fri, 3 Jul 19

> I would be happy to speak w/ the big cheese planner! Is that Chris Eskridge?
NO, SIMON SINGER. I HAVE JUST XEROXED CONTENTS OF MY FOLDER, WHICH INCLUDES EMAIL RE 1999 WITH BOTH CHRIS ESKRIDGE & SIMON, AND WILL SEND IT TO YOU ON MONDAY.

What about having the 2nd plenary right after one of our meetings on Thurs or Fri?

I remember in Balti it was in the morning on Fri tons of people showed, it was standing room only people stood in the hallway to listen.

We should ask for a large room, at least for 50 people.

> WOW. GO FOR IT--WRITE SIMON TO RESERVE TIME FOR THIS "SECOND PLENARY."

> DORIE sounds great. Keep throwing the names at us b/c we don’t necessarily know all the key people.

> OK. FRANCES HEIDENSOHN TOO? I’D WALK A MILE ON MY HANDS TO HEAR HER SPEAK BUT DON’T KNOW HOW OTHERS FEEL. MAYBE ASK DORIE. HER EMAIL IS doriek@publichealth.org

> Maybe we should auction off the past chairs!!
I don’t know how to fit them into the auction. DON’T WORRY ABOUT IT, AS I SAID IN EARLIER RESPONSE.

Sounds like there aren’t enough of them to worry about anyway!

> I sent a note to Sarah to confirm past chairs.

> GOOD

> FLOWERS might be more difficult to get, but I really like the idea better than tags, etc. I DON’T CARE MUCH, BUT N.B. FLOWERS ARE HARDER TO GET, COST MORE, REQUIRE WORK AT THE CONF ITSELF WHEREAS A BIG RED TAG COULD BE READIED BEFOREHAND.

I think that during a brief interlude in the auction there should be a few words by either you or a specific somebody to explain that it’s our anniversary and we want to recognize the flower folks...

> GOOD. I NEED TO GET THE AUCTION COMM ORGANIZED QUITE SOON.

> DO YOU HAVE ANY RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO WHO SHOULD BE IN CHARGE OF THE AUCTION? WE WILL NEED A SIZEABLE COMMITTEE.

> I’ve asked Susan to see if she is interested and any ideas. I’m not sure. You need runners to handle whatever will be auctioned, hand to Claire and then to cashier, then to buyer, etc.

Also, need someone to watch who is bidding and make sure the right bidder gets the item, etc.

> You need people to solicit for items, and collect items, you need people to organize items for Claire for bidding rates, etc.
Students could be a big help, nice way to get them involved, as runners, etc. Some key people need to be solicitors.

What about soliciting publishers. Special books, or groups of books, or somet
I WANT TO BEGIN WITH PEOPLE. I WILL GET 10 EARLY VOLUNTEERS LINED UP TO ANNOUNCE AT THIS YEAR’S SOCIAL. MY GUESS IS THAT WE WILL HAVE PLENTY TO AUCTION, MAYBE TOO MUCH. IF WE GO TO OUTSIDE, I’D LIKE TO BEGIN WITH RESTAURANTS IN THE AREA OF THE MEETING HOTEL, ASKING IF THEY’D GIVE US DINNERS FOR 2 TO AUCTION OFF; MIGHT BRING IN MORE MONEY THAN BOOKS.

I’m squared away with MaryAnn Zager re: Stalking. They had already sent a letter out to potential contributor. But if they decline she’ll throw it back to me.

AS MENTIONED IN LAST MESSAGE, I HOPE YOU WILL TAKE CONTROL OF THIS.

I spoke with Mary Ann (Hawkes) she isn’t concerned about the wordperfect not working. I forgot to mention that Bio again! She must really be wondering what I’m doing!

WHY NOT EMAIL HER TO SET HER AT EASE?

Enjoy the weekend!!!

Debbie

Free web-based email, Forever, From anywhere!
http://www.mailexcite.com
For the next DWC newsletter, from Nicole Rafter, DWC Chair

February 12, 1999

Here is my list of committees for the 1998-1999 year. Please let me know if you spot errors or omissions. Also let me know if you'd like to work on a committee; it's never too late to volunteer. Thanks, Nicky Rafter (rafter@badger.jsc.vsc.edu)

**DWC COMMITTEES, 1998-99**

**Executive officers of the DWC:** Nicole Rafter, Chair; Helen Eigenberg, Vice Chair; Executive Counselors: Rebecca Block, Susan Krumholtz, and Kimberly Cook; Secretary-Treasurer: Claire Renzetti.

**ASC new members breakfast subcommittee:** Chinita Heard, Organizer; Evelyn Gilbert and Chris Rasche

**Email Distribution List subcommittee:** Marjorie Zatz and Angie Moe Wan

**External Awards Committee:** Chair: Tammy Anderson; Lynne Goodstein and Joanna Phoenix

**Feminist Seminar:** Nancy Wonders & Mona Danner

**Fifteenth Anniversary Committee:** Chair, Debra Stanley; Susan Krumholtz (silent auction) and April Pattavina

We decided against holding a full-blown auction, but Susan Krumholtz is organizing a silent auction of a few items. She is being helped by Jana Jasinski, Suman Kakar, and Becky Block.

**Good Practices in the Discipline Committee:** Co-chairs: Susan Caringella-MacDonald and Marjorie Zatz

Other committee members: JoAnne Ardovini-Brooker, Mona Danner, Jeanne Flavin, Suman Kakar, Susan Miller, Ruth Peterson, Betsy Stanko, Marge Zahn

Advisory Board: Joanne Belknap, Meda Chesney-Lind, Julius Debro, Laura Fishman, Lynne Goodstein, Nancy Jurik, Susan Krumholtz, Merry Morash, Nicole Rafter Claire Renzetti